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PROSPIECTS FOR USE OF HIGII-POWER ION ENGINES
IN THE OBJECTS OF DEVELOPING OF NEAR AND
FA! SPACE
V. N. AKIMOV, 0. A. GORSHKOV, Yu. M. ES'KOV*
Abstrakt
The solution of a number of promising obiects of
rocket-space technology calls for use
of high-efficient electric rocket engines of high power
(ERE). Among these are, for instance,
the realization of promient power supply to the Earth
from space with use of extraterrestrial
raw
material sources.

The use of ion ERE high power at transportation problems is considered:
as sustainer
of reusable interorbital space tugs at the route
"Earth-Moon-Earth" (including with powersupply on the microwave beam) and expendable tugs
for accelerated double-sided flights
"Earth-Uranus-Earth". It is shown that the use of
ion engines provides a high power and
ballistics efficiency in solution of these objects.
The estimates of efficiency of ion engine use for
keeping the microwave radiation
reflector on the geostationary orbit in power
transmission systems through the microwave
beam by the scheme Earth-Space-Earth are made.
Introduction

Wide introduction of high-power and high
energy-mass-efficient - ERT energypropulsion systems into rocketry in the visible future
will stem from cardinal change of rockety
role in tie mankind life. Besides solution of traditional
national economy (conmmercial),
fens
and scientific problems (cmmunication and navigation
systems, ecological
monitorilng, research of lnatlural resources,
ctis.), rocketry will have to become a
direct
lparticipator of the industrial process in its main
fields governing the mankind life quality, i. e.
energetics, ecology, production of materials,
safety. That is it will solve global problems
stable evolution of civilization in XXI
for
century.

SiThe

problem of sufficient power supply (at the level of
billions of kilowatt) of the Earth
with the ecologically pure
energy is the most impressive and promising
one. It can be realized
either by a remote power supply of the Earth
with on ultra-high frequency (UHF) beam
from
orbital or lunar UHF-stations powered
by large-size solar batteries, or by transportation
of
an ecologically pure helium-3 propellant to thermonuclear
power plants on the Earlh from the
M'loon or planets of Far Space (from the Uranus
atmosphere, for example) [1, 2, 3].

A key element of both the concepts of the
power supply of the Earth from the Space
creation of an effective space transportation
system with freight flow of from hundreds is
of
tonnes per year on Earth-Uranus-Earh route (the
concept
of
ground-based
thermonuclear
helum-3 energetics) to some ten of thousands
of tonnes per year on Earth-Moon-Earth route
(thepconcept
lunar eergy-emitting stations).
transportation of
conveyer will require development Realization of such highly efficient
of
transfer vehiles with ERT
propulsion systems of multimegaw itt power level, which orbital
would use nontraditional propulsive
mass produced in the Space from the
extraterrestrial raw material resources.
*Keldysh Research Institute of Thermal
Processes (NIITP), Moscow, Russia.
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This paper is devoted o preliminary estimations
of effectiveess of high-power ion

tllrustlers (IT) applic;itioe in propulsion
sye'Sic of cargo transorbil:
srollite orbit (reusible orbital Traisfer
vehicles with nuclear or

Iransportaltion to the lunar
solar power plant, or with

mtcrowa\tiobeam power suppl\,
frol the ground-based sources),
as well as helium-3
traortion
to the Elrh from the Unus (expendable iankers with nuclear
power plant).
Problems of IT application for supporting the orbit
of space passive reflectors (SPR) of
microwave emission are analyzed n this paper too. Such SP
are inherent elementof the ra
long-range transmission of high electric power between ground
stations (UHF-line EarthSpace-Earth) as the initial stage of developmen of the system of Earth
power supply froh
the Space. Problems concerning realizability of
needed energ y-mss and lifetime characteristics of high-power IT operating with
nontraditionalpropulsive masses are analyzed
too.

Lunar orbital transfer vechcle and lunar iInsoratin
system
A lunar orbital transfer vehicle (LOTV)
is intended for two-sided transportation
of
A lads betweenrthe artifcal Earth satellite
orbit (AESO) and ar ifical lunar satellite orbit
(.'\LSO) with large freight flows.
.OTVconsists of a power plant (PP)
ERT, tanks of ERT propulsive mass
(PMT), and
detachable payload (PL). Both solar
PP (SPP) and nuclear pp (NPP)
(at
later stages) can
be used isPP. ERT propulsive mass
is Ar (Kr) at the first stage, then K
or
Na mined at the
Moon. The propulsive mass (P)
two-sided flight ALSO-AESO-ALSO
is charged into tanks
in ALSO. The ERT lifeime is shorter
than the PP lifetime, so the worked
out ERT must be
renewed. Payload of the direct flight
is equipment of the lunar industrial
payload of the reverse flight
base, whereas the
is the PM-charged LOTV with
ERT or hybrid rocket engines
(HRE) used "lunar" propellant 02/Al and intended
for transportation of lunar base (LB) and
lunar power plant (LPP) personnel.
The calculations have been
performed with the aim
performance and its mass, ERT parameters
to determine LOTV flight
on R and p,as well as total number
of LOTV
Unartransportation system (LTS) for
provision
of
specified
freight flow M from AESO to
ALSO for the wholecompany. PP lifetime
is equal to LOTV lifetime and
is equal to Tpp = 10
ears. Duration of the transportation company
for LPP deployment is equal to T = 30 years
(three LOTV are in LTS for the company).
Dependences ot MPL, number K
of expended LOTV, and total mass,
M p1 of two-sided
of Mp, = (r p), ois equal to - 5000s,
at (M,)m ,, = 7400 t. At this MPL=
73.5 t, K= 101.
Characteristics of the optimal
(in
the sinse of M 1u = (MPLu).x
Table 1.
) LTS are presented in
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C lIChirJcieristics of lunar orbii!

transi'L

r ,chiJe.s \ ilh N IPP and lLIIIr Ir.inispoli;ilioi
systems in dependence on LOTV initial imiss in ALSO iatNpp = 50 MW/e/,

;, =

g

2,kg/k\V/e/, Tpp= 10 e;iis, T = 30 ycairs. \

LOTV initial mass in ALSO, MLOTV, I
Total mass of two-sided freigh flow, MPLZ,
Number of one LOTV uses, K
ERT specific impulse, Isp, s
ERT efficiency, 7,
Total nurpber of LOTV, fabricated for the whole
company , ZLOyV,

= 1 kmi/s. I = 4000 /yvear

125
745
63
16000
0,6
162

250
7400
101
5000
0,54
18

500
13100
61
4000
0,5
9

*) For Lunar energy-transmission station with power 3,000 MW/e/
The most efficient mass of LOTV with NPP with taking various criteria into
account is
NI LOTV = 250 t. The most promising version for LOTV with SPP is one with app
= 4 kg/kW/e/
SNpp = 12.5 MW/e/, NMp, = 3,300 t, number of LOTV operating in EPS
is equal to 36.
LOTV with distance energy supply by means of microwave beam from
Earth-based
energy stations have been considered too. In the case, when PP is
absent on the orbital transfer
vehicle (OTV) board and OTV has a remote power supply from
an outer high-power (from
ten to hundreds of NMW) source, there is a feasibility for simultaneous
increase of thrust and
specific impulse of the main ERT for reduction of the flight duration
and PM mass flow rate.
OTV consists of a large-size receiving antenna (recienna), ERT
bloks, PM tanks, loadcarrying structure, and payload.
The OTV flies to the Moon and returns at sequential action
of four ground energyemission complex with transmitting antenna of several
ki!ometers diameter and beam
divergence of 10 at emission wave length of 1.5 cm.
Ballistic efficiensy of such OTV has been estimated with
the following initial data:
- starting mass at the Earth orbit

700 1

- electrical power tapped of from the rectenna

250 MW

- specific mass of the rectenna (film on a skeleton)

0.2 kg/m

- specific mass of the ERT modules with a conversion system
- relative mass of the propulsive mass storage system

2

1 kg/kW

0.1
- relative mass of the structure
0.08
Calculated flighl perfomance of OTV with ion ERT at
various Isp values are presented
in Table 2.
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Table 2
Perfomance of OTV with UHF-beam energy supply
Perfomance
1p-i d
Paload mss,

Specific impulse, s

------ 1

Number of flight per year
Payvload mass at the lunar orbit per
10 years, t 10yers,

5000

10000

15000

20000

37

140

174
7

191

15
500

9
12600

12200

9200

580 0

12600

12200

9200

The oplimal value of main ERT specific impulse
is in the range of 1000...15000 s.
tlI

ruanker ad space lnsporaionl syste

for ransportation of He from the Uran

Helium tanker (HT) is an expendable one-stage transportation
vehicle. It is intended
for a two-sided iime-simmetriccal flight along the AESO-AUSO
(artifical Uranus satellite
orbit) - AESO trajectory. EPS consists of NPP and two bloks
of ERT. ERTI uses Ar or alkali
metals as PM for the direct flight, ERT2 uses 1-12 as PM for the
reverse flight.
I IT payload is cryogenic le charged in H
I' T at AUSO from an automatic orbital helium
fcrtory also producing H2 contained in tlhe Uranus
atmosphere. The ERT module is thrown
OLit before the launch from the Uranus.
Large-size hydrogen tanks for PM2,
which are used
in the direct flight for Ar storage, as well as 31l e tanks are included
H-T masses.
in the simplified list of
The calculations have been performed with the
following initial data. Duration of
hwo-sided flight, T = 0 years, was determined from
the probable lifetime of advanced NPP.
The total energy expendititure is equal to Vc = 240 km/s. It was adopted,
that ars = 3 a..
for the direct flight and aps = 2 arpi for the reverse flight. Range
of aEPS is equal to aes =
1.2..R6. kg/kW/e/, that corresponds to uN', =
0.4...2.25 kg/kW/e/ and specific mass of
ERT module at the lifetime of I year (al:r)r'=
=
i
e,-, Emr

0.08...0.45 kg/kW. The absolute

mass of NPP was assumed constant, NNPP= 50 t, independently
on NEPS and was considered
as the most large indivisible cargo under
conditions of lanch from the Earth
to AESO.
IEPS = 150
t. The freight flow of 3 He to the Earth
was
adopted
as
M
=
300 t/year,
airr (tr,.2 = 0.1 kg/kg
PM.
Results of HT and helium transportation system
(HTS) flight characteristics
calculations are presented in Fig. 2, 3
and in Table 2. Effect of lsp on the relative
payload
mass, p., , for the one-sided flight on Uranus-Earth route at asps = 3.5 kg/kW/e/, that
corresponds to aEISs 5.25 kg/kW/e/
for lanch from AESO with taking account
of ERT module
drop, is presented in Fig. 2. Dependences (u,L),,,, =
f (rs) for optimal values Isp = (Isp)opt
,,
are presented in Fig. 3. The certain value of the
EPS relative mass,evs , corresponds to each
value of (ulIr.)m\. Characteristics of [IT
and HTS with acLis = 5.4 kg/kW/e/ are
presented in
Table 3.

I
PBisingon complex of propcries, 'vlich are ;.t inable p:;;riieter: of ELRT and NPP,
I IT d c igi chLirK
Fir,ci !s-I,. ;!ild I ITS cxpkiitii!ion p rameters, we consider lis
,version as
llth promisi ng oIlu.
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Tblc 3
Characleristics of HT and I-ITS

HT initial mass in Earth-orbit, MHTEO, 1
HT initial mass n Uranus-orbit, MHTUO, t
Payload mass ( He) at the reverse way to Earth, MPL, t
ERT specific impulse, 1sp, s
ERT eficiency, ?,
ERT specific mass (with ERT lifetime 1 year), aERT , kgkW 1
Power of NPP, NNPP, MW
Rate of HT launches per year **), year 1
*)

370
340
35
16000
0.5 (0.3*)
0.35
30
8

At the reverse way to Earth
For Earth nuclear fusion reactors with power 3,000 MW.

Keenine the UH F-emission space reflector on the orhit
Within framework of the concept of Earth power supply from the Space there are
proposals to use power supply by U F beam through a space passive reflector (SPR) of 0.5...1
km diameter and -100 t mass, which would be deployed at GSO and will provide
the
transmission range of 8000...10000 km and higher at single channel power
of up to
20000...30000 M W, as the first stage of the system development.

3

In order to compensate the UHF-pressure force, it is advisable to use ERT propulsion
system (ERPS) on SPR with power supply from a rectenna arranged on SPR and operating
from the UHF beam. Determination of expedient ERPS parameters is reduced
to selection of
optimal ERPS specific impulse (optimal ERPS power) from criterion ofa minimum
of the total
mass of the expendable portion for SPR lifetime cycle (renewable ERT modules
and PM
tanks delivered from the Earth), or a minimum of the total cost of the expendable portion with
taking account of expenditure for the launch and
transportation to SPR.
The following initial data were assumed for the quantitative calculations: ERPS
thrust
R=5 kg; specific mass of the ERT modules with a conversion system is equal
to 1... 1.1 kg/kW;
ERT lifetime is equal to I year; SPR lifetime, T=30 years; rectenna specific
mass =0.5 kg/kW;
relative mass of the PM storage system is equal to 0.1.
For specified initial data the mass-criterion optimum ERPS specific
impulse is equal to
Isp = 25000...29000 s. In the case of low specific cost of the orbital injection by advanced
launch systems the value of Isp decreases to level of 8000...10000 s.
For the mass-optimum version the minimum expendable elements mass
for T, =30 years
is equal to M, =350 t (including PM mass of MpNM=175 t). For the cost-optimum version
M, =600 t (including NMPM = 550 t). Accordingly, required ERPS power
reduces from 10

-

/I-

-

MW to 3
The strucure
of 0.5 km diameter SPR with auxiliary30 r. The MW.
annual freight flow mass
s'stems is equ lIto
of the expendable elements
to GSO will be equal to
10...20 t.
Taking account of required high specific
impulse and sufficiently great PM expenditure,
it is aidvisable to use
argon IT for ERnPS.

The common reque
RQirem entnt o ERPS
Thre
common
requie
en
t
to
ERPS intended for solution of the
problems is a high-efficient r
abovementioned
> 0,5 long-term
(r= 1...3 )years) thruser operation
with high
specific impulse (Isp = 5000...20000 s) and
power input in l mul imegawatr regime (N =
=5...250 MW). This set of requirements
to ERPS (at least, ite first three of them)
indicated
prospects for use of ion thrusters
(IT) in ERPS. Although IT yields
noticeably to
magnetroplas. and arc thrusters
insuch parameters, as specific
thrust and power of a single
As for possible propulsive bodies, it is necessary
to note, that features of IT operation
with xenon, argon, cesium, and mercury have
been studied enough full. Krypton has been
studied with lesser derails. Therefore, hydrogen, sodium,and
potassium are considered in this
case as nontraditional propulsive
bodies.
Some aspects of creation of powerful
ion thrusters operating with various (including
nnusrer iochal) proulsie
bodies are anal\zed below
from polinr
of view of modern ion

thrusters tech nologies.

-e

rformance
It is known, that to minimize the energy
expenditure for generation of the ion
beam
roducing thrust in an ion thruster,
ionization potential and a
it is dvisable to have a propulsive
high ionization
body with a low
section. The energy efficiency
of ion thruster, which
is defined as the ratio of the propulsive body jet kinetic
energy at the thruster exit to
er y
e hr
elecrical
er
power
input,
rises
electrical
with
increaseof
e
e
power
input,
of specific impulse. Inrises
witto increase of propulsive bodyen g at th t ust exit to te
order
molecular mass at the fixed value
determine effect of specific
impulse, Isp, on ion thruster
efficiency, q, let's to use the following relation:q,
=

,

where Ci is an energy cost of the beam ion, ,,is a coefficient of propulsive
body use, Mi,e
are ion molecular mass and electron
charge.
The thruster power expenditure
forcathodecompensator operation,
as well as the losses
due to ion beam divergence and
presence of two-charge ions are
not taken into account in thi
energy converter).
energy convener).
s necessary to multiply i, by 0.9 (efficiency
c
The following values of ion cost and gas
efficiency were specified for estimations
within
framework of the present
paper on a basis of available
literature references, as
analogy: for Ar: 300 eV/ion at
well as in
,,,= 0.9; for Kr: 250 eV/ion at
,,
= 0.9; for K, Na: 150 eV/ion
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uga',g
accounl of opinal their ratio is a Hou trivia;
l problenlm e hi cise of unsludied

I:puls\ve bodies and must be a subject (f
special invesigations.

oI rl thrrster efflcienc

SAs

s.S Specific im ulsc for various proptilsie
bodies is presented in
;
l
i.n see, Th. thle p r ed
iced effcienci
, =0.9) is shown for comp rison. From Fig. 4 one
hwsee, thAit the predicted efficiencies of IT operation
with Kr, K,and Na are within the range
ein
lydroend
ec
,
nd
the
vuefieny
0
of
all
t
e
propulsive
bodies under consideration, except
lor Iiydrogen, exceeds the value of 0.5
at 1sp> 5000 s.
it follows from ?, (1,,) relation character, an
effective use of the
hodies is possible only a high
specific impulses. So, the hydrogenlight-weight propulsive
thruster efficiency is
noiceabl\ worse than in the cases
of other propulsive bodies use and
in the practically
inctresting range of specific impulse
variation (15000...20000 s) for the
reverse way of the
Uranus mission is eqi l to -0.2. Snnme
increase of the thruster gas-charge chamber
e fici enc is possible, so he
operation
thruster efficienc can rise up
to 0.3 at isp = 20000 s. -elium,
ich at t
se sgas efficiencv and ion bea;
production expenditure provides thruster
io-ecby 20... 25 ,, can bc considered
as an alternative to the hydrogen.
But problem
of Ig-term srnage of i
h
, as it is known, super high fluidity is not
vet soved and
Sccflms \ er\' hard.

l_.ifc trim

Orn the basis of lifetime Tests and
theoretical l investigations of several
modifications of
in
ruser
s
perating with1500g,
Xe,
Cs at small and middle power, it was shown,
that their
li ime is equal to 10000... 15000 h and can
be
noticeably
improved
in
the
th riserof used power the trend to
future [6]. But with
the lifetime decrease is observed [7].
This connects with
tll faict, ihat the process of cathode
spraying of the thruster elements by
charge-exchange
rols, which is the main mechanism
of their failure noticeably progresses
with increase of the
propulsive jetlower. The electrodes
of ion-optical system are the most
critical
elements for
he required lifetine provision. The
second ary ions generated in the
region of beam plasma
impinge on the accelerating elcmtrso,
damage it, hel
and cause the ion-electron emission.
I its urn, the ion-electron emission
electrons, passing a difference of Ihe
potentials between
he accelerating and emissive elecrodes,
relea se a significant power at the
latter. Rough
calulaios ] show, th , in order
io a attain the Xe thruster lifetime
1Ths and greer,t ca e as-echange
operation duration of
ion current density have not
This requirement can be satisfied
to exceed 0.1 mA/cm 2
in the Xe ion thruster of 50 kW
and lower power and ion
beam diameter of 30...50 cm and smaller.
For such propulsive bodies as Ar Kr, K. Na, and 112 the situaion
with erosion damage
f ion opardi eleents becomes less
critical, as with reduction of the molecular
mass of the
bohbarding ions the coefficien
of the cathode spraying reduces
too.
For
example,
for
Sydrogen the ion spraying is not
a serious problems, and it seems,
a process of the thruster
units impregniaion with the hydrogen
with the subsequent embritlement
and damage have to

become the factor limiting
the thruster lifetime. The
way of sol\ing the latter
studying within framework
problem are
of investigations
on the nuclear fusion
reactor.

Maiss effectivcness
Masses of the developed ion thrusters
with ion optics diameter 25...30
cm are within the
range of 10...12 kg

[7] ar the nomin al input power
of 5...10 kW and forced power
of up to
20 k
[9f . Theirefore te ion thrusters specific
mass
of 0.5...1.5 kg/kW shows the modern
level of their mass effectiveness.
As the input power and specific
impulse increases, the ion thruster
mass characteristics
to improve
[15000...0000
So
we
andvewith
can
expect
hat
for the ion thruster of multimegawatt power input
15000... 20000 s specific
impulse (helium tanker
transportation system)
the specific
mass of 0.2....0.3 kg/kW can be attained
in the future.
e ) he s
Besides the thrusters, ERPS includes
the energy conveer, which must be
taken into
account during ERPS specific mass determination. The
modern energy conveers for ion
thrusters have specific mass of 10...15 kg/kW,
y c o n v e e rs
that is unsuitable
io
oblems for
under
t
un s u
e o r th e p r o bl e m s u d er
consideration. The low mass effectiveness of
i
itabl f
n
Pcysideration. The l
mass effectiveness of the converters results
supply sources (solar batteries,
from the on-board power
as a rule) have such output
characteristicswhich are
inconsistent with such electrical
load, as an ion thruster. The situation
can change cardinally
ir
fhat
case, when ihe power plant
will be specially developed with
user features, that is fully
taking
account of power
justified for problems of such
scale. The preliminary estimations
showr rh use of a power ource with a turbomchine
ergy crnverter in the multimegawatt
powergime have to lead to te
energy converter mass reduction
to 0.05...0.1 kg/kW.
Conrlusion
1. Features of future realization
of space transportation systems
intended for solution
of the most impressible and
important problem of XXI
century, that is efficient
power supply
of the Earth with the ecologically
pure energy from the
extraterrestrial
analyzed.
resources, have been

2. Requirements to the main ERT
of propulsion

systems of a lunar orbital transfer
with on-board power
(both
plant, and with power
supply by UHF beam)
and a helium tanker
(Uranus

mission) as well as to the compensating
thrusters of space passive reflectors
microwave emission have
of
been formulated.
3. The common requirement to all ERPS
is high-efficient (q > 0.) long-term (1 year
and more) operation of thrusters with high specific
impulse (sp = 5000...20000 s)and power
input in the multimegawatt regime (N = 5...250 MW)
that indicates prospects for use of ion
thrusters in ERPS.
4. The technical realizability of main
parameters of high-power thrusters
operating with
nontraditional propulsive bodies
has beenshown on the basis of
analysis
proslects for improvement of ion
of modern level and
thrustors energy-mass and lifetime
characteristics. The
problems concerning use of hydrogen
as a ERT propulsive body have to be
related to principal
problems. In order to provide an effective
long-lifetime operation of hydrogen
ion thruster it
is required to improve significantly
the ion truster gas-discharge chamber
operation and to
solve the problem of thruster
units impregnation with the
hydrogen with the subsequent
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rl lemeint and dalmiage.Practic;jllvy ill the other problelms cin be s>l'ed
with use of Ar ;as
L r puls,
h J... App)lic;tinn of oith r propulsive bodies (K, N
Krni tha is .s .'iinicl es
(lic;lcd by
;tir;s of ; pro le;ni under consideration li vLuno[t t ciau.e Clcicriorationi
of the
ion thrusier characieristics in coml)pari.son with Ar applicaiion.
5. The resulits oblined must to he considered as prcliniiniry ones dlk_, to
renimolciiss lilnd
urusua l extent of the ainalyzed problems.
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